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Abstract: Background: Alterations in GABAnergic system are implicated in the pathophysiology of 
schizophrenia. Available antipsychotics that target GABA receptor form a desirable therapeutic 
strategy in the treatment regimen of schizophrenia, unfortunately, suffer serious setback due to their 
prolonged side effects. The present investigation focuses on developing QSAR models from the 
biological activity of herbal compounds and their derivatives that promise to be alternative candidates 
to GABA uptake inhibitors. 

Methods: Three sets of compounds were undertaken in the study to develop QSAR models. The first 
set consisted of nine compounds which included Magnolol, Honokiol and other GABA acting 
established compounds. The second set consisted of 16 derivatives of N-diarylalkenyl-
piperidinecarboxylic acid. The third QSAR dataset was made up of thirty two compounds which were 
Magnolol and Honokiol derivatives. Multiple linear regressions (MLR) and support vector machine 
(SVM) supervised quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) models were developed to 
predict the biological activity of these three sets. The purpose of taking three QSAR sets of diverse 
chemical structures but identical in their GABA targeting and pharmacological action was to identify 
common chemical structure features responsible for structure-activity relationship (SAR). 

Results: Linear and non-linear QSAR models confirmed that the three sets shared common structural 
descriptors derived from WHIM (Weighted Holistic Invariant Molecular descriptors), 3D-MoRSE 
and Eigenvalue classes.

Conclusion: It was concluded that properties like electro negativity and polarizability play a crucial 
role in controlling the activity of herbal compounds against GABA receptor. 

Keywords: Schizophrenia, Linear and non-linear QSAR models, MLR and SVM. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 Over the past decade, much of the attention regarding the 
treatment for schizophrenia and related psychotic disorders 
has focused on a new class of antipsychotic medications. The 
therapeutic strategy for the treatment of schizophrenia has 
seen considerable growth in the past half century [1-4] by the  
advent of drugs targeting GABAnergic system which has 
marked the beginning of the pharmacologic era in psychiatry  
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[5-7]. In spite of the tremendous progress that has been made 
in confronting the disease, the pharmacological properties that 
confer the therapeutic effects on GABAnergic system have 
remained elusive, and certain side effects can still impact 
patient health and quality of life [8]. In addition, the efficacy 
of antipsychotic drugs is limited prompting the clinical use of 
adjunctive pharmacy to augment the effects of treatment [9, 
10]. Moreover, the search for novel GABAnergic antipsychotic 
drugs has not been successful to date, though numerous 
development strategies continue to be pursued [11]. 

 Quantitative structure activity relationship (QSAR) has 
proved its usefulness in predicting the biological response of 
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compounds in class as a function of their structure by 
adopting mathematical and statistical tools. Generally, 
structural properties are expressed in numerical magnitudes 
as molecular descriptors derived from chemical structures. 
QSAR studies facilitate to relate structural features in terms 
of molecular descriptors with biological activity, which 
further assist drug design community to synthesize new 
molecules with optimized structures of desired biological 
activity [12-14]. These studies have its remarkable 
application in medicinal chemistry to investigate new drugs 
or optimizing the existing ones [15, 16]. QSAR employs 
regression statistics using algorithms like support vector 
machine (SVM), artificial neural network (ANN), partial 
least square (PLS), regression trees and ensembles, etc. [17, 
18]. Multiple linear regressions are the most simple and 
significant approach used to identify linear relationship 
among molecular structures and their biological responses. 
Structure activity relationship often being non-linear which 
cannot be identified using MLR (Multiple Linear Regression) 
analysis to overcome this hurdle, SVM was introduced 
which is an accurate, robust and fast statistical tool [19] and 
efficient in identifying non-linear Structure activity 
relationships. Furthermore, development of kernel functions 
like Gaussian and polynomial made SVM even more an 
applicable and alternative tool in QSAR studies. SVM 
developed for classification was further optimized and 
applied to achieve regression in exploring non-linear QSAR 
models [20]. 

 Present studies aim to identify common chemical 
structural feature insights which describe SAR of GABA 
acting compounds which are derivatives of compounds 
originally derived from natural sources. There are three sets 
of compounds which are treated as three QSAR datasets 
along with their experimental biological activities targeting 
GABA with special reference to schizophrenia treatment as 
pharmacological action. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1. Dataset Selection 

 Established potent GABAA and GABAB inhibitors like 
Acacetin, Saikosaponin A, Saikogenin G, Cimicidanol, 
Rutaecarpine, flunitrazepam, honokiol, magnolol, 6-
methylflavone along with sixteen (16) compounds belonging 
to N-diarylalkenyl-piperidinecarboxylic acid derivatives 
designed by Zheng et al., 2006 [21], and thirty two (32) plant 
compound derivatives of magnolol and honokioldesigned by 
Fuchs et al., 2014 [22] were considered for the study. Three 
sets of compounds were subjected to MLR (Linear) and 
SVM (Non-linear) QSAR studies, so as to derive an 
individual QSAR model for each set and finally, to extract 
common chemical structure features responsible for SAR 
with reference to their action on GABA receptor. 

2.2. Descriptor Calculation 

 Molecular descriptors are numerical representations to 
evaluate and establish the structural activity relationship. All 
the structures belonging to each series were generated and 
optimized in Marvin Sketch version 5.6.0.2 [23] which was 
then converted into their SMILES (Simplified Molecular 

Line Entry Specification). SMILES were used to calculate 
descriptors using E-Dragon (version 5.4) [24-26], an online 
server. In total, 2074 descriptors belonging to various classes 
were imported to data analysis package of Microsoft Excel 
for MLR analysis and GIST server was employed for Support 
Vector Machine aided non-linear analysis [27]. 

2.3. Model Preparation (MLR Aided Linear and SVM 
Aided Non-linear Models) 

 Descriptor-screening methods were employed to select 
the most significant descriptors to establish the models. 
Pruning of descriptors was performed by considering the 
parameters (standard deviation ≤0, and missing values 
greater than equal to 1) which drops aside constant and 
missing set of descriptors that are considered insignificant in 
statistical analysis [28]. Correlation coefficient of molecular 
descriptors with biological responses (endpoint) was calculated 
using Pearson’s correlation coefficient and ranked in the 
descending order. Chances of redundancy in regression models 
are thoroughly inspected and removed using correlation 
matrix [29]. A method of variable selection is required in 
order to find the optimal subset of the descriptors which may 
play a determining role in quantitative relationship of 
structures and their biological responses. Forward selection 
wrapper was introduced to select molecular descriptor subsets. 
Multiple linear regression (MLR), being the most popular 
and conventional statistical tool, was used to develop linear 
QSAR models [30]. SVM is the system based on structural 
risk minimization (SRM) principle, which provides a separating 
hyperplane with minimum expected generalization error. It 
was used in forward selection algorithm to generate non-
linear QSAR models [28]. QSAR models were generated 
from one-variable to four-variable descriptor models for 
Linear (MLR) and non-linear (Gaussian kernel function 
aided SVM) [31]. Models were validated using internal 
validation tools like cross validated R2

CV). 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 After pruning and dropping highly correlated descriptors, 
forward selection for feature selection was used to pick 
significant descriptors and their sets ranging from uni-
variable to tetra variable models. Present QSAR studies are 
an attempt to obtain QSAR models for established GABA 
ligands (Magnolol, Honokiol and other candidates). Linear 
(MLR) and non-linear (Gaussian kernel function aided SVM) 
QSAR models obtained on a QSAR dataset of 9 molecules 
suggest new insights into structure-activity relationship for 
these structurally different, naturally derived and GABA 
acting compounds. Multiple linear regression (MLR) used in 
forward selection ended with various sets of molecular 
descriptors from one-variable to tetra variable variable 
QSAR models whereas similar but non-linear models with 
different molecular descriptor were produced by Gaussian 
kernel function aided Support Vector Machine (SVM). 

 A good rule of thumb allows us stretching variable 
selection from uni-variable to bi-variable with nine (9) 
compounds in QSAR dataset though it was extended to tetra 
variable in order to compare the obtained linear and non-
linear QSAR models with other datasets. Nevertheless, 
QSAR models were found statistically fit and predictive 
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even with bi-variable model in case of QSAR dataset of 
main compounds consisting of nine (9) compounds. 

 Statistical fitness derived from various statistical 
parameters of linear and non-linear QSAR models show that 

models were acceptable in the current form. R2 values 
indicate a strong confidence level even in bi-variable linear 
(R2=0.8634) and non-linear (R2=0.9747) QSAR models. 
R2CV values further confirm the stability of QSAR models 

Table 1. Molecular descriptors and forward selection statistics for linear (MLR) and non-linear (SVM) for QSAR dataset 1  
(9 Compounds). 

Model Descriptors Variables R2 Max. Abs. Error Mean Abs. Error R2
CV (N-Fold) 

nR09 1 0.5097 0.6185 0.4564 -0.0114 
nR09, BELp2 2 0.8634 0.6036 0.1688 0.7684 

nR09, G2e, BELp2 3 0.9012 0.5066 0.1338 0.7860 
Linear 

(MLR) 

nR09, E1u, G2e, BELp2 4 0.9796 0.1682 0.0876 0.8607 
Mor24m 1 0.8686 0.5820 0.1453 0.5183 

Mor24m, Se1C3C3ad 2 0.9747 0.2414 0.0576 0.8455 
Mor24m, Se1C3C3ad, Mp 3 0.9984 0.0611 0.0140 0.9441 

Non-linear 
(SVM) 

Mor24m, Se1C3C3ad, Mp, Hnar 4 1.0000 0.0094 0.0029 0.9250 
 

Table 2. Observed and predicted pIC50 values for tetra- variable model using SVM and MLR dataset 1 (9 Compounds). 

Predicted(pIC50) Predicted(pIC50) 
Molecule Experimental pIC50 

Linear (MLR) Non-Linear (SVM) 

Acacetin 4.699 4.531 4.687 
Saikosaponin A 4.301 4.368 4.289 
Saikogenin G 4.301 4.388 4.307 
Cimicidanol 5.398 5.455 5.402 

Rutaecarpine 6.000 5.895 5.994 
flunitrazepam 3.699 3.645 3.699 

honokiol 4.658 4.703 4.652 
magnolol 4.495 4.633 4.498 

6-methylflavone 3.921 3.854 3.915 
 

Table 3. Molecular descriptors and forward selection statistics for linear (MLR) and non-linear (SVM) QSAR dataset 2  
(16 Compounds). 

Model Descriptors Variables R2 Max. Abs. Error Mean Abs. Error R2
CV (N-Fold) 

H0m 1 0.4827 1.1753 0.4315 0.2908 
H0m, C-025 2 0.7114 1.0899 0.3089 0.5508 

H0m, C-025, nBnz 3 0.8670 0.5661 0.2180 0.7736 
Linear  
(MLR) 

H0m, C-025, nBnz, Mor17m 4 0.9274 0.4868 0.1542 0.8547 
GGI9 1 0.6459 1.1049 0.3207 0.4738 

GGI9, R7v+ 2 0.7902 0.7553 0.2370 0.6831 
GGI9, R7v+, G(O..S) 3 0.8970 0.7558 0.1135 0.7834 

Non-linear 
(SVM) 

GGI9, R7v+, G(O..S), HATSe 4 0.8803 0.7725 0.1255 0.8155 
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Table 4. Observed and predicted pIC50 values for tetra- variable model using SVM and MLR dataset 2 (16 Compounds). 

    

Predicted(pIC50) Predicted(pIC50) Molecule pIC50 
Linear (MLR) Non-linear (SVM) 

1_NIPECOTIC ACID 4.089 4.121 3.555 
2_TIAGABINE 6.553 6.606 6.299 

1a 5.866 5.529 5.756 
1b 4.910 4.843 4.862 
1d 6.027 6.062 6.010 
1e 6.187 6.510 6.173 
1f 4.559 4.745 4.559 
2b 5.553 5.749 5.560 
2c 5.149 5.390 5.149 
2d 6.167 6.051 6.082 
2e 6.469 5.982 6.482 
2f 6.076 6.004 5.372 
2g 4.178 4.213 4.179 
3d 5.907 5.903 5.907 
3e 5.824 5.955 5.835 
3f 5.363 5.211 5.732 

 

Table 5. Molecular descriptors and forward selection statistics for linear (MLR) and non-linear (SVM) QSAR dataset 3  
(32 Compounds). 

Model Descriptors Variables R2 Max. Abs. Error Mean Abs. Error R2
CV (N-Fold) 

W 1 0.3422 4.5701 1.8949 0.2516 
W, EEig07r 2 0.5222 4.1811 1.5139 0.4614 

W, EEig07r, EEig05x 3 0.7109 2.9664 1.2478 0.6503 
Linear 
(MLR) 

W, EEig07r, EEig05x, R8v+ 4 0.8548 2.3028 0.8479 0.8054 
EEig09r 1 0.3134 5.8419 1.6281 0.3524 

EEig09r, Mor08u 2 0.7250 3.8783 1.0052 0.6296 
EEig09r, Mor08u, HATS5e 3 0.8169 3.0712 0.7513 0.7578 

Non-linear 
(SVM) 

EEig09r, Mor08u, HATS5e, JGI9 4 0.8973 2.3043 0.5929 0.7947 
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    Series 1.Magnolol analogues (1-21) Series 2.Honokiol analogues (1-11). 

Table 6. Observed and predicted Experimental Potential %values for tetra- variable model using SVM and MLR dataset 3  
(32 Compounds). 

Predicted 
Potential % 

Predicted 
Potential % 

 Experimental 
Potential % 

Linear (MLR) Non-linear (SVM) 
Series I. Magnolol Analogues 

 R1 R2 R3  

1 H pentyl H 5 4.4 0.9 
2 H hexyl H 7 6.1 5.1 
3 methyl  butyl H 5 4.8 3.5 
4 methyl pentyl H 3 3.5 2.6 
5 methyl hexyl H 7 6.4 7.0 
6 ethyl propyl H 5 4.4 5.0 
7 ethyl butyl H 3 4.6 3.0 
8 ethyl pentyl H 3 3.1 3.0 
9 propyl pentyl H 5 5.3 3.9 

10 propyl hexyl H 5 2.7 4.8 
11 propyl heptyl H 1 1.1 3.2 
12 propyl octyl H 1 -0.3 1.0 
13 butyl pentyl H 5 6.2 3.9 
14 butyl hexyl H 3 2.5 3.0 
15 ethyl  pentyl CH3 7 7.5 6.6 
16 ethyl hexyl CH3 5 5.0 5.0 
17 propyl pentyl CH3 1 3.3 3.0 
18 propyl hexyl CH3 1 0.5 1.0 
19 pentyl ethyl CH3 3 2.6 3.6 
20 pentyl propyl CH3 3 3.5 3.0 
21 hexyl propyl CH3 1 -0.1 0.8 

Series II. 4’-O-methyl Honokiol Analogues 

1 methyl methyl - 1 1.1 1.0 
2 ethyl methyl - 3 2.8 3.0 
3 propyl methyl - 10 9.2 10.0 
4 butyl methyl - 10 8.9 10.0 
5 pentyl methyl - 7 8.2 7.0 
6 hexyl methyl - 10 8.5 9.6 
7 heptyl methyl - 7 6.4 7.1 
8 octyl methyl - 1 3.1 3.2 
9 hexyl ethyl - 3 4.5 3.3 

10 hexyl propyl - 1 2.6 1.0 
11 hexyl isopropyl - 1 0.5 1.0 
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with corresponding values in linear (R2

CV=0.7684) and non-
linear (R2

CV=0.8455) bi-variable QSAR models. 

 A similar forward selection method was applied to QSAR 
dataset 2 (16 compounds) to retrieve the structure information 
in terms of molecular descriptor which could further be 
subjected to analyze structure-activity relationship. Table 3 
shows selected descriptors and corresponding statistical 
fitness parameters of QSAR models staring from uni variable 
to tetra variable. In the case of QSAR dataset 2, linear 
models appeared to be more fit than non-linear models with 
the same number of descriptors. 

 Further in Dataset-3 (32 Compounds) and their QSAR 
models derived after forwards selection, Table 3 illustrates 
acceptable tetra variable models in both linear and non-linear 
relationships. Since the activity has been expressed in terms 
of percentage (%) and discrete values, the models have 
suffered a rough training and therefore have got reported in 
comparatively low statistical profile. 
 For QSAR dataset-1, Multi linear regression (MLR) 
aided Equation for tetra variable model is presented below as 
equation 1. In addition to R2 and R2

CV, Adjusted regression 
coefficient R2

A (0.959) values, Standard error estimate (S.E.) 
0.144 and F-stat values (47.967) approve and allow the use 
of tetra variable models even with limited compounds (9). 

QSAR Dataset-1: Linear QSAR Model Equation (Tetra 
variable model) 
pIC50 = 35.277 + 1.610[nR09] + 6.892[E1u] - 18.772[G2e] 
-16.721[BELp2]      [Eq. 1] 
N=9 R2 = 0.979 R2

A= 0.959 S.E. = 0.144 F-statistics=47.967 

 Moving to dataset-2 with 16 compounds the tetra 
variable model came out to be competitive with that obtained 
for dataset-1. Standard Error and adjusted R2were also found 
comparative to equation 1. Thought significance test from F-
stat showed that instead of identical statistical fitness tetra 
variable model of dataset-1 (F stat = 47.967) was more 
significant than that obtained for dataset-2 (F-stat = 35.144). 
QSAR Dataset-2: Linear QSAR Model Equation (Tetra 
variable model) 
pIC50 = 0.198 + 3.281[H0m] + 0.608[nBnz] - 0.868 
[Mor17m]-0.778 [C-025]    [Eq. 2] 
N=16 R2 = 0.927 R2

A= 0.901 S.E. = 0.244 F-statistics=35.144 

 Dataset-3 was found to be statistically less confident in 
regression with R2 (0.833) when compared to confidence 
received in dataset-1 and dataset-3, respectively. Equation 3 
presents linear model based on multiple linear regression 
analysis for a set of 32 compounds,although the significance 
(F-stat = 39.733) is found to be equivalent to dataset-1 and 
dataset-2. 
QSAR Dataset-3: Linear QSAR Model Equation (Tetra 
variable model) 
Potential % = 0.996 - 0.014[W] + 805.159[R8v+] - 9.627 
[EEig05x] + 12.939 [EEig07r]   [Eq. 3] 
N=32 R2 = 0.854 R2

A= 0.833 S.E. = 1.553 F-statistics=39.733 

 Tetra variable models using the above equations from 
linear (MLR) QSAR models and Gaussian kernel function aided 
SVM models were, thereafter, used to check the predictive 
powers of QSAR models. The endpoint values (pIC50) of 
compounds were predicted using molecular descriptor values 
and corresponding coefficients. A graphical correlation of 
experimental (actual) and predicted (estimated) end point 
values (biological activities) is presented below in Figs. 1-3. 
 In Fig. (1A and B) graphical correlation of experimental 
pIC50 and predicted pIC50 is compared for 9 compounds. 
Correlation declares high degree of predictive powers of 
QSAR models obtained hereby. The R2 metric values 
reached near to 1 in tetra variable model based on non-linear 
a (SVM) model which is pretty clear in graphical correlation 
of experimental and predicted values of pIC50. 

 

 
Fig. (1). (A): correlation of experimental and predicted pIC50 
calculated from linear (MLR) aided tetra variable model for dataset -1 
and (B) correlation of experimental and predicted pIC50 calculated 
from non-linear (SVM) aided tetra variable model for dataset-1. 

 For dataset-2, graphical correlation of experimental with 
predicted pIC50 using tetra variable linear (MLR) and non-
linear (SVM) QSAR models is given below in Fig. (2A and 
B), respectively. First graphical look confirms the predictive 
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powers of QSAR models wherein values are found in close 
vicinity to regression line. 

Graphical correlation of experimental and predicted binding 
potential percentage (%) for dataset-3 with 32 compounds 
using tetra variable linear (MLR) and non-linear (SVM) 
models appeared non-smooth around regression line. The 
most probable reason could be due to non-smooth nature of 
end point values (biological activity) in terms of percentage 
(%) binding of compounds to GABA receptor. SVM aided 
non-linear models appeared superior than the respective 
MLR aided linear QSAR models in the case of dataset-3. 
The graphical correlation is presented in Fig. (3A and B). 
 Descriptors selected in the above model can thereby be 
used to understand and illustrate the underlying SAR of 
compounds towards GABA receptor. There are various 
classes of descriptors selected in forward selection of linear 
and non-linear QSAR models in dataset-1, dataset-2 and 
dataset-3. Interestingly, there are four classes of descriptors 
(Topological charge indices, WHIM descriptors, 3D-MoRSE 
and Eigenvalue based descriptors) which frequently repeated 

in linear and non-linear QSAR models described above. 
When compared with respect to chemical structure features 
derived from these identified various classes of descriptors, 
mapped on frequency of occurrence, it can be concluded that 
electro-negativities, polarizabilities, van der Waals volume, 
resonance integrals and number of rings are found to be 
decisive in structure-activity relationship of compounds 
targeting GABA receptor. 

CONCLUSION 
 The present QSAR studies successfully obtained QSAR 
models on three different QSAR datasets which consist of 
chemically dispersed molecules but acting on GABA 
receptor evaluated for their pharmacological action against 
schizophrenia. Attempts to identify underlying common 
chemical structure features which are responsible for their 
SAR towards GABA receptor included MLR aided linear 
QSAR models and Gaussian kernel function aided non-linear 
QSAR models. Descriptors identified in linear and non-linear 
QSAR models could assist medicinal chemists to synthesize 
analogues of magnolol and hankiol based compounds. 

 

Fig. (2). (A): correlation of experimental and predicted pIC50 
calculated from linear (MLR) aided tetra variable model for dataset -2 
and (B) correlation of experimental and predicted pIC50 calculated 
from non-linear (SVM) aided tetra variable model for dataset-2. 

Fig. (3). (A): correlation of experimental and predicted pIC50 
calculated from linear (MLR) aided tetra variable model for dataset -3 
and (B) correlation of experimental and predicted pIC50 calculated 
from non-linear (SVM) aided tetra variable model for dataset-3. 
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Statistical fitness and predictive powers for all QSAR models 
received are acceptable. Mechanistic analysis on QSAR 
models identified chemical structural features based on van 
der Waals volumes, electronegativities, polarizability and 
number of rings available in compounds included in QSAR 
datasets. These structural properties are derived as the most 
repetitive properties in WHIM, 3D-MoRSE and Eigenvalue 
sets of descriptors. Linear and non-linear QSAR models also 
confirm this observation by selecting various descriptors in 
forwards selection but they belong to the same class and, 
more relatively, the same structure-activity relationship. 
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